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MEXI C~\l COr-fr1L11ISTS AJ:~D Tl·IE CARDEl-JJ\.S PJ3Gl1'1E, 19 34- l 9L10 

I. 

Nominated as presidential candidate of the Partido Nacional 

Revolucionario (PNR) and backed by General Plutarco Calles, General 

La"zaro Ca'rdenas was assured of vi.ctory in t1exico 's 1934 election. 

Nevertheless, the suppressed Partido Comunista de }1{xico (PCr-1) entered 
' ., 

the presidential contest under 1~he banner of the Bloque Obrero y 
' 

' 

Campesino; and on April 2 Hern!n Laborde, General Secretary of the · 

PCM, announced that he had been nominated as the Bloque candidate. At 

the same time he denounced the PNR platform as a crude copy of 

Hitlerism and Roosevelt's New Deal. Although Laborde declared 

that the election would be a farce, he justified his candidacy on 

the grounds that it would give the Bloque an opportunity to infiltrate 

its ideology into the minds of the masses. 1 During the course of the 

campai.gn he denounced ca.'rdenas and two other presidential contenders 

as candidates who were supported by the bourgeois and landlord 

2 classes and who sought the favor of the President of the United States. 

/ Following his overwhelming victory at the polls, Cardenas took 

the oath of office on November 30, · 193~. Almost immediately the country 

was subjected · to a wave of industrial strikes. Businessmen were 

greatly alarmed by this dev.elopment; but on Ja~uary 25, 1935, c!rdenas 

told newspaper reporters that the labor unrest should be viewed "as a 

mere manifestation of the state of injustice in which some companies 

maintain the workers. • • '' 3 • 

------ ------------ -
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, 
From the beginning of his administration, Cardenas sough·t to 

. 

unite Me}:ico 's several 1.abor unions within a single confederation. His 

obje~.tivP- was to fac:i J it~te the implementatioD. of his re,10lutionar)1 program 

and to strengthen his regime; however, through their Conferacitn Sindical 

Unitaria de M~ico (CSUM), Mexico's Communists attempted to obtain control 

of non-Communist proletarian organizations and to build the power of the 

;' 
PCM to the point where overthrow of the Cardenas government might be attempted . 

~ 
Refusing to recognize any fundamental difference between Cardenas and 

his Calles-controlled predecessors, the PCM continued to voice the slog~n, 
' . 

''Neither with Calles nor with 
~ - , 

Cardenas'' ; and when Cardenas took action to . 

legalize the existence of the PCM, the move was denounced as leftist 

4 demagogy . 

Finally , in mid-June, 1935, General Calles ' criticism of continued 

strike activity raised the fear that the c{rdenas regime would be overthrown . 

Thus the CSUM joined non-Communist labor organizations to announce their 

support of c!rdenas and to sign a pact of solidarity. Under the terms of 

this agreement a National Committee of Proletarian Defense was established 

to deal with inter-union conflicts and to guarantee the protection of 

·· _workers ' rights through a general strike if conditions should warrant . 

Also, the couooittee was directed to convoke a National Congress of 

Laborers and Peasants for the purpose of creating a single proletarian 

5 organization . < 
' 

Late in J une the PCM slogan ''Neither with Calles nor with cfrdenas'' 

was modified to ' 'With c(rdenas, no ; with the cardenista masses, yes''; 
6 

but this variation did not signify any change in the PCM's attitude toward 

the President . When on August 2, 1935, spokesmen for the Confede-raci!n 

General de Obreros y Campesinos de Mtxico (CGOCM) and the railroad 

-

-
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/ workers issued statements endorsing policies of Cardenas and the PNR, 
. 

an editorial in the official newspaper of the PCM denounced the declarations 
. 

as ''reform viciousness'' and pointed out that any relations with the 

government would tend to restrict the independence of the workers. 

Explaining that opposition to Calles did not imply the necessity of 

supporting cfrdenas, the editorial asserted: "Independence is 

necessary in order to increase the class consciousness of the proletariat, 

because while it continues to think that it is General Lizaro c,rdenas 

. who can relieve the situation of the laboring masses, •• • the working 
,. 
'• 

class cannot understand its historic tasks that mus~.be fulfilled; it 
.. 

' 
can never organize and prepare its forces for the violent· destruction 

of the capitalist regime • • •• ,,7 At the time that this editorial was 

being published, however, a significant new line ~as being announced in 

Moscow at the Seventh Congress of the Communist International. 

II 

Shocked by Hitler's destruction of the Communist movement in 

· Germany and ~.larmed by the revival of German military power, Stalin decided 

that the mounting wave of fascism must be explained as the result of 
I 

capitalism's efforts to save itself by despoiling the workers and by 
/ 

preparing for an imperialist assault against the Soviet Union. Thus 

on August 2,.1935. George Dimitrov delivered an address to the Seventh 

Congress of the Coo11ounist International in which he called upon Communist 
• 

parties throughout the world to organize popular fronts against 

fascism and imperialism. These fronts were to include labor unions, 

peasant leagues, youth groups, women's organizations, and political 

8 parties of the left and center. 

• • 
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Indications that Mexican Communists would assume a new attitude 

toward the administration of President Lfzaro c.frdenas ·were to be found 

in ~'~peech made at the Seventh Congress in Moscow by Laborde.9 

. 

In this address Laborde dealt with the problem of ''our position before 

national reformism, the PNR, and the c(rdenas government which has 

the support of the great majority of the workers and the petite bourgeoisie . "10 

He declared, ''Without resolving this problem we shall not be able to 

apply the directive concerning the Popular Front which the Mexican 
• 
' ' 

delegation accepts totally and w;i. thout reservation. ,,11 Referring t .o 

the line taken by the PCM regarding the recent clash between cfrdenas 

and former President Calles over the issue of widespread strikes by 

• 

Mexican labor unions, Laborde admitted: 

••• we saw nothing more than a factional struggle involving 
rivalry of economic interests between two cliques for the 
purpose of ending the struggles of the masses and of tran
quilizing the country for the benefit of foreign capital and 
its national allies . We placed C~denas on the same plane 
with Calles and limited ourselves to telling the masses~ 
''Neither with Calles nor with cc<r-denas'' and affirming that 
both were against the proletariat . This position was wrong . 12 

-
If Laborde was quick to grasp the significance of the Corointern 

line, Coonnunist leaders at home were slow in adapting themselves to the 

new situation • . For several weeks after Dimitrov's speech, articles in . 

El Machete, the PCM newspaper, continued to insist that the c{rd-~nas 

government differed little from callismo;13 and a clear call for unequivocal 

support of the cfrdenas regime was not sounded until November, 1935, 
• 

when a letter from Mexican delegates who had attended the Moscow 

Congress was discussed at a meeting -of tha PCM ' s Central Cocn::ittce. 

Explaining that the PCM would struggle for the achievement of Popular 

• 
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Front objectives to the greatest extent possible under the Cc!rdenas 

regime and would press increasingly radical demands as the strength of 

the movement permitted, the letter stated: 

••• we know that the platform of the Popular Front will 
be realized fully only by a Popular Revolutionary government 
which, while not being a Worker and Peasant government, will be, 
however, an anti-reactionary, Anti-imperialist Popular 
Front government that will begin a serious struggle to undermine 
not only the political positions but also the economic positions 
of imperialism, will unfold even more the peasant struggle 
for land, and will create in this way the conditions for 
the implantation of the democratic revolutionary dictatorship 
of workers and peasants which in turn will plant tl1e bases 
for the dictatorship 6£ the proletariat and the cor~truction· 
of socialism.14 \ 

' ,, 
\ 

In other words, the PCM was to build up a front movement that wo11ld be 

Communist-controlled and was to use this organization to bring the 
/ . 

Cardenas government under Comn1unist domination. Obviously, this was 
I • 

a most ambitious program for a Communist party that could claim only 

a few thousand members. However, the PCM was counting heavily on its 

ability in influence leftist labor leaders such as Vicente Lombardo 

Toledano. 

Although he had battled with Mexican Communists for several years, 

in the summer of 1935 Lombardo Toledano, the CGOCM leader visited the 

Soviet Union. There he conferred with Dimitrov, Laborde, and other C,) 

Comintern leaders; and even before Lombardo Toledano's return to 
, 

Mexico, El Machete announced, ''We are certain that his arrival in the 

country will influence in a perceptible manner the impulse of the 
• 

struggles of the workers and the anti-imperialists for the political 

and organizational strenthening of the masses in combat against 

imperialism and reaction. ,,15 / With the support of President Cardenas, 

Lombardo Toledano launched a drive to unify all Mexican labor unions, 

including the Communist CSUM. Although a few labor group~-.-.refused 

-
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I . 
to cooperate, in February, 1936, the Confederacion de Trabajadores de 

Mlxico (CTM) was formed and Lombardo Toledano became the secretary 

general of the new organization. 16 In that same month a delegation 

representing the newly created CTM attended a Communist-sponsored 

National Constitutional Congress of the Anti-imperialist Front in 

Mexico City. Addressing the Congress, Laborde emphasized that the 

Popular Front movement did not seek to establish a Soviet regime in 

Mexico; rather, he explained that its objectives were to struggle against 

the callistas and their imperialist allies who .were endeavoring to 
' ·, 

secure United States intervent:ion for the overthrow of the c{rdenas 
.. 

' 

goverrunent . 17 On behalf of the CTM, Lombardo Toledano endorsed the 

Congress's eleven-point program; but he called for the convening of 

another national congress that would establish what he described as 

neither a political party nor a labor organization but a union of 

diverse sectors of society suffering from expl0itation by the 

national bourgeoisie and foreign imperialists. 18 

During the closing session of the National Constitutional Congress 

of the Anti-imperialist Front, a permanent commission with a fourteen

member Executive Conuni.ttee was named to direct the Popular Front movement •19 

In the months that followed, however, a bitter conflict developed 

between PCM and C™ leaders concerning the nature and function of the 

Executive Gon1mittee. According to Laborde and his supporters, who 

formed a $aj•ority of the Executive Couuoittee membership, that body 

constituted the leadership of an established Mexican Popular Front; but 

most C™ leaders contended that the Committee had been formed merely for 

the purpose of arranging another congress as had been recoaunended by 

Lombardo. On June 5,1936, this conflict was brought before the first 

I , 

• 
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meeting of the CTMr:S National Council when Valentin Campa, representative 

of the Cororo1inist-corttrolled Camara Unitaria del Trabajo del D.istrito 

Federal, declared that a Mexican Popular Front had been organized, was 

functioning, consisted of groups affiliated with the C™, and merited 

CTM support. However, Fernando Amilpa, representative of the Federacicfn 

Regional de Obreros y Campesinos del Distrito Federal, insisted that groups 

affiliated with the CTM should not recognize the so-called Mexican Popular 

Front and should not support its acts unless approved by the CTM's National 

Con1n1i t tee . Finally, Amil pa p reposed that without delay the CTM should convoke 

\ 20 a national congress to form a P~pular Front; and his motion was approved • 
. , 

The sumn1er months of 1936 passed without the convening of a national 

congress , but relations between the PCM and the CTM did not improve . 

Indicative of the bitterness resulting from the Popular Front issue was a 
• 

statement of September 11 signed by Amilpa and other leaders of the 

Federaci6n Regional de Obreros y Campesionos del Distrito Federal . Protesting 

that the PCM was exploiting the Popular Front movement as a means of 

seizing control of non-Communist groups and organizing them into new 

federations serving the political interests of the Communists, Amilpa and 

'his associates demanded that the CTM's National Committee should repudiate 

all acts of the so-called Mexican Popular Front . 21 In response to this 

demand, the National Council referred the matter to a special study committee~2 

later , on the basis of the committee ' s recommendation, the National 

Council voted t o authorize the National Coou11 -tttee of the CTM to invite 

other social and political organizations to join in creating a Mexican 

Popular Front which would unite representatives of labor , peasant , and 

poJ_i tical sector.s. While specifying that the proposed Front must be above 
' 

• 

• 
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. 
the sectarianism of party and ideology, support only those demands approved 

by all affiliated groups, and refrain from concerning itself with electoral 

politics, the National Council resolved that '~he Mexican Populai Front 
. 

shall struggle energetically against imperialism, fascism, and war . '' · 

In conclusion, it asserted that the existence of the Communist-dominated 

Organizing Con1ori.ttee of the Popular Front was unnecessary but that it 

would be invited to participate in the formation of the Mexican Front . 23 

As might have been expected, Laborde and other officials of the 

Organizing Counuittee expressed resentment in regard to the assertion that 
, . . , 

their committee was no longer ne_eded; however, in a letter dated October 27, 

they assured Lombardo Toledano of their willingness to cooperate . 24 On 

November 13 Lombardo Toledano addressed a letter to the PCM, the PNR, and 

the National Committee of Peasant Unification, invi~ing these organizations 

to join the CTM in fonning a Mexican Popular Front and in adopting a platform 

that would provide public support for ''all the acts, laws, and programs of 

the progressive government of General La'zaro Cardenas that signify maintenance 

of institutions benefitting the working class or defending the material, 
. 

political, · or moral interests of the Mexican Nation.,,25 Replying on behalf 

of the PNR and the National Committee of Peasant Unification, PNR President 

Silvano Barba Gonzflez and Secretary General Esteban Garcf'a de Alba informed 

Lombardo Toledano that they expected the proposal for formation of the 
. . 

Mexican Popular Front to be approved~y the party's National Executive 

Commj ttee in i -ts next session . They praised the proposal as ' ' a firm step 

in the important and transcendental work of revolutionary unification 

promoted with such enthusiasm by the President of the Republic, General 

Lfzaro c{rdenas •• . ,,26 

-

• 
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. 
In spite of these developments, the Mexican ~opular Front did not 

materialize. Friction between the CTM and the PNR over the matter of 

unification of peasant leagues and of organization of federal government 

employees undoubtedly contributed to this failure. C~denas insisted that 

these two groups must not be organized by the CTM, no doubt because he 

feared that such a move would give Lombardo Toledano too much power; also, 

of equal importance was the justified apprehension on the part of crn and 

PNR leaders . concerning PCM tactics and objectives. 

Although Communist spokesmen might announce their great desire to 
' 

cooperat~ with non-Communist org~nizationsin support of the Ccil:'denas 
.. 

' 
government, their unceasing activity in raiding non-Communist unions, 

proselytizing PNR members, and pressuring non-Communist leaders to implement 

PCM policies continued to arouse suspicion and distrust. That these 
• 

feelings ¥ere justified could easily be understood by any reader of PC'M 

publications. For example, the same issue of El Machete wherein was 

published the text of the Party's acceptance of Lombardo Toledano's 

invitation to cooperate in the establishment of a Mexican Popular Front 

also carried an article by Jorge Fernlndez which boldly announced PCM 

~ims to gain contr~l over key labor groups as the first step toward 

domjnating the Mexican Revolutionary movement. 
I' . 

Fernandez wrote: 

• 

Fundamentally, in order to be able to win hegemony for the 
proletariat in this revolution, our Party needs to expand 
itself within the decisive stratum of the proletariat 
which consists of miners and metallurgical workers, rail-
road workers, petroleum workers, general transport workers, 
port workers, textile workers, sugar mill workers, electrical 
workers, and agricultural wage earners as well as the peasants. 
Our Party must understand that without rooting itself 
in those sectors there will be no possibility of mobilizing 
all of the working class as the directing class in the economic, 
political, and theoretical struggle so as to permit the party 
to gain direction of the National Revolution. 27 

- - - - • - - - -- ---•-- - --
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At the fourth meeting of the National Council of the CTM, it was 

decided to take action against Communist--influenced orgar1izations and their 

leaders. Expounding on the nature of the Popula~ Fru~L poll~y a8 annou11ceJ 

in Moscow, Lombardo Toledano charged that "the Communist comrades in Mexico 

have not understood, or do not wish to understand, the historic scope and 

the revolutionary transcendency of the Popular Front tactic; they wish to 

move too fast within the CTM; they desire to achieve control; they deny it , 

but this fact is certain because deeds cannot be hidden . " 28 He asserted 

that for the fi r st time in the history of the PCM, through the CTM the 

' ·, 
. Co111munists had come into contact\ with the working class; and he remarked 

.. 

with sarcasm : "The Communist comrades , with the psychological attitude of 

the newly rich , have come to make assertions that are contrary to reality; 

for e~ample , that they created the CTM and that the _government ·of President 

cfrdenas is progressive because the Communist Party keeps close watch over 

it. and pushes it toward the left . " 29 Further, Lombardo Toledano charged 

that Communists within the CTM were ''more obedient to the leadership of their 

farty than to the syndical discipline of the CTM ••• • ,,3o Subsequently, the 

National Council resolved to depose th~ee Communist officials of the CTM if 

-within twenty-four hours they had not given written notice of repudiation of 

a boycott of the Council meeting; also, organizations whose delegates had 

participated in the boycott were given fifteen days to express their solidarity 

with the CTM. Some of the organization complied with this demand, but the 

three rebellious Council members re£used to recant and were removed. 3l 

III . 

At the same time that PCM activities were bringing internal discord 
. 

to the CTM and promoting division rather than unity within the ranks of 

---·----- - -
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. . 

organized labor, relations between the PCM and the PNR were deteriorating. 

Primarily, this development stemmed from the PCM's attempt to obtain PNR 

endorsement of Communist candidates in the congressional elections of 1937. 
-

On September 4, 1935, the National Executive Committee of the PNR had 

declared that workers and peasants should take an active part in political 

affairs; at the same time it was announced that mere membership in a 

''revolutionary union'' or an ej ido community would be considered as evidence 

of PNR membership. In mid-March of the following year a so-called Popular 

Electoral Front, organized by the PCM in the Federal District, announced 
'· 
' 
' 

that Hernfn Laborde would seek nomination as candidate for the office of 
' 

' 

deputy representing the Fifth District within the national capitai. 32 This 

announcement prompted PNR President Silvano Barba Gonzllez to declare that 

Conm1unists were not eligible for nomination as PNR candidates even though 

they might be identified 'trith labor or peasant organizatj_ons. vlhen interviewed 

by an El Machete reporter and asked if he would continue his campaign in view 

of PNR opposition, Laborde replied : 

I have accepted my call as resolved by th.e Central 
Connnittee of the Mexican Communist Party . This resolution 
is based on the recommendations of various important organizations 
of workers interested in having within Congress a representative 
in whom they have complete confidence; the Communist Party 
could not do less than respond to the desire of these workers •• •• 

Therefore, the acceptance of my candidacy was not a personal 
act on my part but the fulfillment of a resolution of my party, 
an act of discipline; and in spite of the well-known declarations 
of the President of the PNR, I shall continue in th~ struggle 
as long as I enjoy the backing of the labor organizations .33 

However, on th·e morning of April 11, the delegates of pro-Connnunist groups 
• 

in the Fifth District were not allowed to participate in the district 

convention of the PNR because they were unable to show proper credentials. 

Under these circumstances Laborde's supporters held a convention of their 

own and announced the nomination of Laborde. 34 Subsequently, in a letter 

addressed to the Pennanent Commission of the national Congress , the Popular 

- --
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Electoral Front explained that credentials of 83 delegates representing 
, 

10,449 votes had been delivered by the Executive Committee of the Camara del 

Trabajo Unitaria del Distrito Federal to the Secretary General of the PNR 
• 

on April 3 for the purpose of certification but that these credentials had 

not been returned. For this reason it was requested that the Fifth District PNR 

convention should be declared invalid, that the PNR should declare that it had 
' 
' no candidate for the office of deputy, and that the popular vote should be 

' 

respected in the coming July election.35 Similar results were reported in 

regard to Coonnunist candidates l;Iernfn Escalante in the Fourth District of 

Yucatin, : Dionisio 

Ciudad Ju~rez.36 

' '\ 

E 
• . T . , ~cinas in orreon, 

/ 
and Francisco Garcia Carranza in 

IV. 
• 

As a result of these election conflicts, bitter attacks were launched 

by the PCM against the PNR, and the prospects of creating a Mexican Pc~ular 

Front that would include the two parties appeared to be very slim. However, 

after months of increasingly strong criticism of both the CTM and the PNR, 

on June 20, 1937, an article by Hernin Laborde signaled an abrupt change in 

PCM policy. Entitled ''Unity at All Cost,'' the article declared that in view 

of the danger of an imperialist war and the menace of reactionary elements 

within Mexico, "all the truly patriotic, progressive, revolutionary elements-

the lovers of liberty and progress, and the enemies of Fascist reaction--have 
.. 

the obligation· to combine their efforts so that war will find us united. ••-·-37 

Of special importance, according to Laborde, was the matter of CTM unity; 

thus he declared, "for us, the Communists, the problem of the CTM is stated 

in tl1ese terms: 'UNITY AT ALL COST. !f,,3s In explaining the full significance 

of this slogan, the PCM leader emphasized: 

-
• 

• 
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. . 
. This formula imposes upon us as the first condition the 

suppression of all attacks and all public controversy concerning 
the causes of the division . The causes are multiple and there 
will be time to analyze them , Numerous errors and short-comings 
of the different ideological sectors of the CTI1 contributed to 
the creation of the situation in which we find ourselves . But for 
now our Party abstains from pointing out and criticizing the 
faults of others, particularly the faults of those who have sought 
to throw the blame for the division upon us . 

Rather, we shall analyze our own conduct in order to discnver 
.and .. se-lf-criticize the error-s that we may have -committed and which 
may have contri0uted to creating a situation that we neither wished 
for nor sought but were incapable of avoiding • 

.All the errors of our Party and of individual Connnunists will 
be corrected and all-out efforts will tend to make possible the · 
reestablishment of the CTM . In the area of unity, we Con1munists 
shall make concessions and shall accept the necessary sacrifices.39 

' ' 
Also en June 20. the PCM's Political Bureau resolved that Laborde should with-

\ 

draw his candidacy for election as a ·federal deputy . At the same time it 

called upon all labor and popular organizations to back the PNR candidates 

and ' 'to present a single front against the reaction _and its ·' Independent 

Parties' in the electoral field and in all other fields . ,,40 
. 

Six days later, under the close supervision of C_omintern represe11tati,res 

Earl Browder and Alexander Trachtenberg from the United States and Gustavo 

Machado of Venezuela, the PCM' s Central Committee began a meeting for the 

purpose of " correcting our errors in applying the line of the Communist 
. . . 

. · International . ••41 . These were the words of Rafael Carrillo as he delivered 

the opening address . Then the Central Committee considered a 48-page report 

from Secretary General Laborde . 42 From June 26 to 30 there was much breast

beating within the Central Committee over the wretched failure of the PCM in 

its attempt to -implement the Popular Front policy. As a result of these five 

days of soul-searching and self-criticism, the Central Committee adopted a 
. 

''unity at all cost'' resolution setting forth an explanation of the CTM 

division and its consequences , a listing of the causes of the CTM split 

' 
and the tactical errors of the PCM, an analysis of the general deviation from 

the Comintern line, an outline of the new course to be followed in re-establishing 

-

' 

• 
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CTM unity and constructing the Mexican Popular Front, and a plan for 

strengthening 

d . . 1· '-~ 1.sc1.p .tne. '-'-

the PCM through a program of rigorous indcctrination and 

As an indication of the Party's determination to achieve 

the establishment of a Popular Front and to win the confidence of the CTM 

and the PNR, the resolution declared: ''The Com1nunists must work for the 

imniediate creation of a complete Popular Front, including our Party; but if 

the Popular Front should be constituted without our Party, the Connnunists 

shall support this movement without prejudice to the continuing of its 

. 4/i 
work for the incorporation of the Party.'' > Also, it declared that ''In . 

I 

order to be consistent and to eliminate all motives for lack of confidence 
\ 

' 
in the sincerity and good faith of the Party, it is necessary, in general 

terms, to support the candidates of the CTM and of the PNR, grouping the 

greatest amount of strength against the reactionary candidates. ,,45 
• 

In his final speech before the Central Committee, Laborde reviewed 

- · 

the past conduct of the Party and declared that the Coru..~unists must hu~ble 

themselves before their former CTM opponents in order to achieve the objective 

of a unified CTM that would serve as the keystone in the proposed Mexican 

Popular Front . Concerning the CTM division he confessed: 
• 

We contributed in a large measure to this diaster. We were 
impatient, intoler~nt, inflexible; we did not understand why 
other leaders did not act as we should have wished; we did 
not understand that in any form the unified CTM py itself 
constituted a formidable revolutionary force. We recognize 
that a part of the responsibility in the division of the CTM 
falls upon the Communist Party inasmuch as we were obligated 
to make all types of sacrifices and concessions before permitting 
the CTM to be divided . 46 

• 

And with regard ~o future relations with CTM, he insisted : 

We are disposed to accept unconditionally the resolutions 
of the fourth meeting of the CTM's National Council; we 
shall struggle for syndical democracy and respect for 
the Statutes within the framework of the CTM; and we shall 
renounce the struggle for posi.tions of authority if this 
struggle places in danger the unity of the CTM! Now ~e 
know that they are going to say many things against us . It 
is not important to us ? Let them say what they ,.;ish~ that 

• 

• 
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we proceed in a blungling manner, that we surrender . to theru! 
Yes we surrender to them! We surrender before our brothers 
of the CTM so that we shall not have to surrender later to 
Fas ci.$!:l ! 4 7 
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As a final peace offering, in July 28, 1937, the Communist-controlled 

Organizing Coma1i.ttee, which had provoked so much cont.roversy regarding the 

establishment of a Popular Front, notified the National Council of the CTM 

that it had resolved to disband. Citing national it.nd i11ternational 

conditions- that indicated the necessity of creating a Popular Front, the 

Organizing Committee declared that it had decided on this course of action 

because it did not wish to be cbnsidered as an obstacle to the creation of 
' •, 

\ 

the urgently needed Mexican Popular Front. 48 

v. 

On October 25 1 1937, the Bloque Revolucionario in the Senate adopted 

a resolution proposed by Dr. Julian Garza Tijerina which called for the 
. 

permanent integration of Mexico's revolutionary sectors in a Mexican Popular 

Front. By this time, calls for a Popular Front represented nothing new in 

Mexico since the PCM has been insisting on such a development for two years 

and CTM leaders had pressed for the formation of a Popular Front for almost 
~ . 

that long. However, of particular significance in this case was Garza 

Tijerina's stated assumption that for electoral purposes the Mexican Popular 

Front was ~lready in existence in the form of the PNR since both labor and 

peasant organizations had been allowed to select some candidates from their 

ranks to campalgn under the PNR banner in the recent congressional elections • 
• 

But for an effective struggle against ''imperialism war, reaction, .and 

Fascism,Q Garza Tijerina explained that a more formal union of labor, 
' 

peasant, and popular groups--each of which ~ould retain control over its 

internal affairs--was necessary. Thus, with the objective of officially 

organizing a Mexican Popular Front before the end of the year, a four-man 

-

• 
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couuuittee composed of Senators closely identified with the peasants and 

\Workers was named b.y tl1e Bloque president, Lie. Francisco Castellanos. 49 

Since there ,;-1as no indication that the l?C·f would be 

tendered an invitation to join with the PNR in establishing a Popular 

Front, during its December 4 to 6 meeting the PCM' s Central Con1rni.ttee 

resolved that all Communists should be prepared to join the PNR on an 

individual basis in order to be able to participate in the creation of a 

Popular Front.
50 

But it was not until December 19 that cfrdenas officially 

launched the movement toward what was to amount to an official party with ,. 
' 
' ', 

a Popular Front structure. In~ manifesto directed to the nation, the 
' 

President announced that while peasants, laborers, public employees, and 

members of the military establishment were all considered to be active 

members of the PNR, the party machinery did not provide for equal rights 

and equal obligations among these sectors . Specifically, he referred 

to the fact that public employees had been compelled to contribute seven 

days pay each year while other elements within the party were not required 

.. 

to assume any responsibility for the financial support of this political 

institution. Thus he announced that the practice of making obligatory 

deductions, amounting to the pay received by government workers for the 

last day of each month with thirty-one days, had been abolished. 51 

Then, without giving any additional details concerning future changes in the 
, . 

party's structure, Cardenas, concluded the manifesto with the following 
• 

explanation: 

Interpreting the feeling of the leaders of the Party, I 
wish to state that the transformation that is indicated 
will have as i.ts basic purpose that of invigorating the 
organism created for the defense of the Revolution, giving 
it new directions more in accord with the progress of our 
popular masses, and purifying it of certain characteristics 
in order to be able to impress into the conscience of the 
people the unquestionable truth that the Mexican proletariat 
follows a common course in its unalterable route and forms 
a single, close-knit group capable of contending against 

-
• 

.. 

• 

• 
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the power of the reactionaries and standing up S~r revo
lutionary ideals and not for selfish interests. 

''-n-p··" -... V U.L.~J. T.'- ,.._.... ' ' 
.i.: J. V &.1 I.. , 
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the steps taken by cardenista Senators and the sjrnilarity between his 

proposal and those previously advanced by both the PCM and the CTM (except 

for the inclusion of the military) naturally led to the conclusion that 

the transformation called for by the President would be equivalent to creating 

a -Popular Front within the official party. 53 Since the PCM's Central Committee 

had already resolved to support such a development, 54 it is not surprising 

~ . 
that . Laborde welcomed Cardenas f \ statement by declaring: ''The formation of 

\ 

I 

the Popular Front within the PNR is the most transcendentally revolutionary 

/ step of all the political and administrative actions taken by Cardenas 

because it lays the basis for the final defeat of Fascism and reaction in 
• 

Mexico and for an extraordinary and unprecedented development of the Mexican 

· 55 Revolution.'' Later, while delivering the inaugural address at the Pedagogic 

Conference of the Communist Party on February 14, 1938, he asserted: "The 

educational and social work of teachers must contribute to the grouping 

of the masses, ••• within the new Partido Nacional Revolucionario, that is 

:. to say, within 'the Popular Front that will be constituted in Mexico next 

month through the trans£ ormation of the present PNR. ••56 

In an effort to explain to Communists of other countries the Mexican 

situation, Laborde wrote in the February, 1938, issue of The Communist: 

''··• ther,e exists in fact in Mexico a People's Front, 
in that all the people's organizations, particularly the 
.CTM, and including the peasant, youth·, a11d women's organ
izations, and naturally the Communist Party, support the 
government and the National Revolutionary Party (PNR). It 
is equally clear that the policy of c:rdenas is a highly 
advanced People's Front policy. ,,57 

cfrdenas had not ii1vited the PCM to participate in a Popular Front such 
. 

as haC: been created in France and Spain, but this was explained by Laborde 

as follows: 

-·--- - --------- - -
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In Mexico the National Revolutionary Party is. the party of the 
revolution in power and has the support of all the people's 
organizations. Having leadership in national politics, this 
Partv doe~ not r.on~i.<ler j t nP.r..e~sarv to sh:::i.r(?. its oower with 

J J • 

other organizations in a united front which would place upon it 
determinate obligations and restrictions.SB 

-18-

As for Lombardo ~oledano, in his January 15, 1938, address to a special 

/ 
session of the CTM's National Council, he endorsed Cardenas' plan for · 

reorganizing the PNR and assured his audience that "the proposal of the 

CTM for the creation of a Mexican Popular Front will be fulfilled at last . • . • "59 

And again on February 22, in an address before the First Extraordinary 

' Congress of the CTM, he promised: ''We shall be the best soldiers in the new . \ 

' 
party, without ambitions and without preoccupations concerning positions 

or factions; we shall claim only the right to be always in the vanguard and 

-the faculty of fulfilling our duty ahead of any other sector . ,,60 March 30 
• 

was the date set for the convening of the National Constitutional Assembly 

to reorganize the government's party . 61 

Composed of four sectors (labor, peasant, popular, and military) and 

named Partido/fexican~R@voluzigp~rio, the new party was designed to ensure 

a smooth transfer of presidential power in 1940 . Speaking on the anniversary 

-_ of the Bolshevik Revolution, Laborde declared on November 8 , 1938 : 

Once more the Communist Party exhorts the people to unite within and 
around the PRM, against its enemies within and without . We shall 
be invincible . United in the PRM, we shall elaborate and impose 
through the will of the majority a revolutionary program of govern
ment for 1940-1946, and we shall place in the presidency of the Re
public a man who will develop and continue the revolutionary work of 
ca'rdenas . 62 

Shortly thereafter he announced that the Politburo of the PCM had decided 

not to nominate a Connnunist presidential candidate in 1940 but would support 

the PRM's candidate.63 Later, in his report to the Seventh Congress of the 

PCM, the Secretary General proposed that the important question of endorsing 
. 

a P&~ candidate should be left to the Central Committee, which would be guided 

by the following line: "Unity of the PRM and of the popular organizations behind 

• 
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, 
a candidate who guarantees the continuation of the policy of General Cardenas 

and who promises to struggle for the program ti1.:t tl1e PP\J\-1 will elaborntc. 1164 

• 
l ... requr!ntl)7 Carden.ls ,.,ras at tackecl 1Jy 1~igl1 tj_s t l)Oli ti Ci.an~~ ' busj_n12ss1nen. ' 

and newspaper editors who charged that his programs (especially socialist 

education, agrarian refonn and nptionalization of the railroads and the 

petroleum industry) were the result of Communist influence. These attacks 

' 

were ignored or denied by the President, and he refused to heed demands 

that PCM members should be denied government employment. Tl1us, 'ivhen a La· 

Pre11sa reporter suggested that Communist railroad employees and educators , 
,, 

\ / 
might constitute a danger to the country, Cardenas was quoted as having .. 

replied: ''Any party that works for the \velf are of the people is not 

prejudicial.'' These words were publicized ,vi th pride by the PCr·I organ, 65 

but cirdenas was frequently criticized by Mexican Co~.munists on two counts: 

first, his failure to establisll diplornatic relatior1s witl1 Li.i.,":l uSSR; 66 a11d, 

second, at the request of Diego Rivera, he had allowe<l Leon Trotsky to enter 

tl1e country and e:stabli8h residence in 1".[exico City in Janu2r:;>1, 1937. 67 

With respect to his Spanish policy, ca'rd~nas received strong support 

from the PCM. During the Civil \,Jar period, the Mexican governn1ent ext:er1ded 

moral support and material aid to the Loyalist cause; and following the 

Insurgent victory, cfrdenas withheld diplomatic r~cognition of the Franco 

regime while welcoming thousands of Republican refugees to Mexican soi1. 68 

With the signing of the Hitler-Stalin Pact and the subsequent outbreak of 

World War II, . however, the PCM censured c£rdenas for his failure to condemn 

the conflict as an ''imperialist war . 11 Even greater PCM criticism was 

/ 
provoked in December, 1939, when Cardenas denounced Soviet aggression 

against Finlind. 69 In the field of Mexican national politics, the PCM 

/ 
endorsed (Jer1e1-al. Manuel Avila Camacl10, wl-10 was favored by Cardenas as tl1e 

• 
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PRM's 1940 presidential candidate. At the same time the PCM emphasized 

, 

tl1e dan.ge r of anned r<~bellion l)y st1ppcrte.rs of Ger1eral Juau .1\ndreu Almazar1., 

who v.1as branded as a ''reactio11ary. '' Tl1t1s, 11ointing to the crises resulting 

from the war in Europe and the approaching presidential election in Mexico, 

Secretary General Laborde announced in October, 1939, that the PCM's 

National Cor-··· : t. tee had resolved to convol<e an Extraordinary Party Congress. 70 

VI. 

In explaining the need fo= the Extraordinary Party Congress, Laborde 

declared that the PCM was suff~ring from many defects with regard to policy 

and organization. 
• ' \ 

He stated that the Party had failed to establish itself 

the vanguard of political and economic struggles; instead, he charged, "We 

move along more or less tranquilly at the tail of the revolutionary regime, 

• 

• in 

applauding it, and at the tail of the organizations of the masses of the PPJ1, 

supporting them, cooperating with them, in a seco11d-rank position. 11 7 i Afte1-

at least three postponements, the Extraordina1•1y Congress conver1e,:1 in 1·1e}:i co 

City from March 19 to 24, 1940. Delays were due, no doubt, to the sweeping 

purge that was conducted prior to the meeting. Apparently acting on Cornintcrn 

orders, 72 a National Purge Commission was established . Designated as President 

of the Commission was Andr~s Garc{a Salgado, who had served as a brigade political 
. 

commissar in the Loyalist anuy during the Spanish Civil War . When Secretary 

General Laborde and his principal lieutenant, Valentin Campa, failed to demon

strate ''an attitude of frank and loyal self-criticism,'' they were removed from 
• 

the Party Secretariat; and direction of the PCM was assumed by the Purge 

Commission. 73 

Dionisio Encino, wl10 became tl1e new PCM Secretary General, presented tl1e 

principal report to the Extraordinary Congress . Much of his report was devoted 

to a defense of Soviet foreign policy, and he described as '~truly i11con11)rehen-

/ 74 sible'' the attitude of the Cardenas government toward Finland . Also, 11e denounced 

-·· . ·- - - ·-·- ·--- ··-----·-·-
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the ''sectarian-opportunist'' line followed by the former Party leadership in its 

/ 
relations r..Jith Carcle11as, and l1e dc.p}.01~ed the failure of tl1e. PCi-l to estab:Lis ~1 

a t r11e Popular l;-ron t. 7 5 

Reporting on the worl< of the Purge Comn1ission, Gar cf a Salgado inf orn1ed 

the Extraordinary Congress concerni11g cases of corruption and treason within . 

the Party; and he declared that some PCM posi t ions had been given to Freemasons, 

reactionaries, and Trotskyites. 76 As has been pointed out by Professor Karl 

Schmitt, this official explanation of the need for the purge ''does not ring 

true''; and he Sl1gges ts that 11 the ans;:ver may lie in part in Laborde' s and Car:1pa' s 
' 

' 

opposition to the known desire ~f Stalin to ri.d himself of Trotsky. 117 7 In fact, 

this is the interpretation given b>1 Trotsky himself when the issue of ''Trotskyism'' 

was raised at the beginning of the purge: 

vlha t l1appe11ed r.10s t probably is tr1a t the GPU encountered some 
opposition among the leaders of the Cor:imunist party v1h0 had 
become accustomed to a peaceft1l existence and might have feared 
very ~1npleasa11t politica.l and poi.ice conseL11-1e.11ce::, fror1, tl"lt: 

assassination attempt. This is tl1e source of the charge of 
11Trotskyisn1 1

' against tl1e1n. l-Jhoever objects to an attempt on 
Trotsky's life is, obviously, a -- 11T1·otskyis t. " 73 

On May 24, only two months after the Extraordinary Congress, a force of about 

twenty armed men attacked Trotsky's villa in Coyoac£n. Despite the fact that his 

bedroom was riddled with bullets, Trotsky escaped injury. Robert Sheldon Harte, 

a young United States citizen who was serving as a guard, was abducted by the 

raiders. A month later Mexico City police discovered Harte's body; he had been 

shot twice. Several arrests were made and the leader of the assault was identi-

. 
fied as D~vid Alfaro Siqueiros, famous Mexican muralist, veteran of both the 

Mexican Revolution and the Spanish Civil War, and a long-time Communist~· Sj_quieros 

was not apprehended until late in September. Meanwhile, on August 20 Trotsky 

was mortally wounded by Ramon Mercadcr, a Spanish Communist who had gained access 

to tl1e Coyoaca'n villa tl1rough his mistress, Sylvia Ageloff. Tl1e assassin was 

seized at tl1e scene of tl1e crime, and Trotsky died 011 the foll.owing day. 79 

----------·-
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Although Mercader's identity and his Soviet connections were not 

,/ 

establ.ished in1mcd.iately, Cardenas issued a pu1>lic de11t1nciation of the assassi11a-

t ion on Aug us l 3(). ..\.f ter · poi.n ti.ng out Lt, tit trtc. mt21nbers of t11e Connnunis t . Part)' had bl~( 

accorded liberty and respect by his administration, he declared, ''. ; • if they 

have decided that their interests are best served by abandoning tl1e field of 

cooperation ,~itl1 the organized workers of Mexico for their progressive better-

ment and labor linion defense, and if tl1ey have allied themselves wi tl-1 a foreign 

power that carries out acts of aggression against the sovereignty of this country, 

orgar .. izi11g ar!:1ed attacl~s in uni.on with Jv1exica11 and foreign elements and cor.~ni tting 
' ' 

crimes that di.shonar civilizati6rt and that pl2ce in doubt the capacity of the 

government and the people of tfexico to maintain i11 the capital of the Republic 

a state of security and tranquility for the citizens who reside therein, those 
• 

elements have cornmi tted the crime of treason against the country, tl1E=>y h~,_re 

prostituted their doctrines of rede~ption and proletarian progress, they have 

obviously damaged their country, committing a • cri1ne 

as disl1onorable for whomsoe\rer may have inspired it and as nefa1~ious for 

soever consumated it and cooperated in carrying it out. 11 80 

/ 
A few days later Cardenas was asked by newsmen if his government intended 

to take any action against the Communist Party. His answer was that there was 

no plan to ''attack any institution,'' but he emphasized that his government dis

approved of ''elements that place themselves outside the law. ,,Bl Nevertheless, 

during the remaining two months of the cfrdenas administration, anti-Communist 
• 

sentiment increased in Mexico and was manifested by some labor union members 

and by some members of the national legislative body. 82 In response to various 

newspaper reports that some Senators had resolved to launch an anti-Communist 

campaign, the editor of the official organ of tl1e PP..M was moved to publish an 

empl1a tic denial. Furthermore, he insisted that the incoming Avila Cam.1cho 

administration wou.ld continue to follo\-J the policies of Ccirde11as witr1 reGpect 

--- -
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to the Communist Party. 23 Neve.rtl1eless, police raids on tl1e PCM r1ea<lquartt.,_1·s, a bran1 

office, and a pri vate reside11ce were carried cut in Mexico City on November 29 , 

,, 
only one day befo 1-e CardQna.s ended his si1c-yea r tr:rm of of f i.ce . In ,,ie\,7 of tl:-1e 

assassination of Trotsky, Mexican authorities did not take lightly the rumor of 

a Communist plot to l<.ill both Ccir<le11as and Avila Camacl10, as \vell as visiti11g 

United States Vice President llenry Wal.lace 2nd others . A total of eicl1ty-nine 

persons were reported to have been arrested during the course of the r a ids ; 

/ 

shooting took place; some persons \•1ere 'i.vounded; and I,faj or Guillermo Garcia 

GaJ.legos was killed. 84 Thus, at the e11d of tl1e ctrdenas administration, 
' ., 

• 

relations between the PCM and the government had reached a critical point. 
·, 

VII . 

By way of summary , it can be pointed out tl1at the tactics of the PC:tv1 
• 

undenvent various changes during the 1934-1940 period. First attacked by 

tl1e Communists , then tolerated b;/ t l1em, and fi11all y hailed by the PCi·1 c.1S a 

11progressivTe" President, Ca1-denas accor<l~d }~ex :i.co I
S Com!nunj_sts poJ.i tic.:al 

liberties when tl!ey opposed him and accepted their support when the i nterests 

of his administration seemed to coincide with those of the PCM. In view of 

the appeal which the Popular Front movement exercised over many non-Communists 

throughout the world during this period when international economic problems 

mounted and the tide of fascism threatened to engulf the globe, a less · 

nationalistic and less sophisticated politician might have delivered himself, 

his political organization, and his government into tl1e hands of militant 
• 

Communists . Although Ca~denas had strong leftist inclinations, he was too 

strong a Mexican nationalist and too realistic in his analysis of national 

and international situations to be deceived by thinly veiled Communist tactics 

that were designed to advance the interests of the Comintern over tl1ose of 

Mexico arid to strengthen the PCM wl1ile weakening his own power position . 

In their attempts to organize a Mexj_ca11 Popular Front as dire cte d by tl1c 

, 

• 

• 
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the Seventh Comintern Congress, PCM leaders alienated both CTM and PNR leaders 

wl1c> refused to a.ccept Comrr1unist directior1 . T'htts lhc Popular Front 1nov(~1ne11t 

failed even t .11ough the Commt111is ts E:\rcn t ttal ly l1urr:.bled tl1e.1nseves be f 01·E: their 

former opponents in a desperate atten1pt to win cooperation. If he were 

influenced by tl1e Popular Front proposal> CJrdenas gave tl1e PC1'1 no part i11 

the transformation of tl1e Pl~R into the four-sector PPJ-1; and possibili t.ies o: 

closer relations bet\veen the Cor:1...1nt1nist Party and the government declined 

sharply during the last fifteen months of his administration • 

• 

, 

• 
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